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Auchinleck created this life- and costsaving system by listening to his potential
customerswho worried about the mistakes
m
Then, he and
. his
made in blood ~
colleagues looked at the barcode technology
used to identify millions of blood samples in
medical labs. "Making the leap to creating
barcodes for patients was just the next logical
step," says Auchinleck "This process really
taught me to listen to my customers because
the technical solutions are o h there already
and just need to be used in a nwel way."

Dr. Daniel Pauly

UBC Professor and Director Df UBCs
Fisheries Centre
Scientific American recently named Dr.
Daniel Pauly, 56, one of its Top 50 Scientists
for his role as a world leader and innovatorin
fisheriesscience. Among his major achievements are two of the world's most important
fisheries projects: FishBase is a global
database packed with information on more
than 27,000 species of fish (its website now
gets nine million hits a month); The Sea
Around Us project, funded by a $4-million
grant hom the Philadelphia-based Pew
CharitableTrusts,tracks the effect of fishing
on world fish stocks and marine systems.
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